
Buenos Aires Women’s Tango Retreat
An Immersive Study with Diana Cruz & Veronika Kruta

Terms & Conditions / Liability Waiver

Hosted by Veronika Kruta & Diana Cruz
April 18-25, 2024

1. To participate in this retreat the full fee of $1395USD, or discounted rate for those eligible (as outlined on our
website www.verokruta.com/bawomensretreat), is due no later than January 18, 2024.

2. A full refund, minus a $100USD booking fee, will be available until December 18, 2023, or you may transfer
your existing balance to another participant found by you. A refund of your full fee, minus the $700 deposit is
available between December 18, 2023, and February 18th, 2024, or you may transfer your existing balance
to another participant found by you. After February 18th, 2024, no refund is available but you may transfer
your existing balance to another participant found by you. If Veronika Kruta and Diana Cruz cancel the
retreat at any time you will receive a full refund of your existing balance.

3. The retreat price of $1395USD, or discounted rates for those eligible (as outlined on our website
www.verokruta.com/bawomensretreat), includes 5x 60-minute body conditioning classes, 5x 60-minute
leading classes, 2x 75-minute musicality & dynamics seminars, 3 following seminars (with dance assistants),
2x 45-minute practicas (no assistants), 3x 45-minute practicas (w/ dance assistants), 1x 45-minute pre-trip
virtual info session & meetup, guided assistance for all 8 days of the trip and pre-trip information, including
personalized recommendations for milongas, tango shoe and clothing shopping, site-seeing and getting
around the city.

4. The retreat price does not include your airfare, transportation to/from airport, accommodation fee, milonga
entrance fees, meals, taxis and transportation around the city, or health or covid-related expenses.

5. The accommodation fee based on chosen rooms and single/double occupancy rates (as outlined on our
website www.verokruta.com/bawomensretreat) is due upon arrival in cash to be paid to Ricarda Siebold, the
owner of the Luna Lila Tango Guest House.

6. You voluntarily agree to take full responsibility for any loss or damage of personal property occurring from
the time you leave your home to the time of your return from this retreat, and to release, waive and
discharge Veronika Kruta, Diana Cruz and any person hired by Veronika Kruta, Diana Cruz or
accommodation facility associated with this retreat from liability of any claims made by you.

7. You voluntarily agree to take full responsibility for any personal injury incurred through any activity on this
retreat and to release, waive and discharge Veronika Kruta, Diana Cruz, and any person hired by Veronika
Kruta, Diana Cruz or accommodation facility associated with this retreat from liability of any claims made by
you. You are fully aware of the risks and hazards involved and recognize that the activities on this retreat
require physical exertion that may be strenuous and may cause physical injury. You understand that it is
your responsibility to consult with a physician prior to and regarding your participation in any and all activities
on this retreat.

8. Travel insurance that covers the cost of the retreat should anything change in your plans is strongly
recommended.



9. Veronika Kruta and Diana Cruz reserve the right to make any changes to this retreat as a result of
accommodating unforeseen circumstances, including changes related to itinerary, persons hired,
accommodations, classes offered, or cancellation.

10. You voluntarily agree to allow Veronika Kruta and Diana Cruz to use any and all photographs and video
taken of you and other attendees, as well as any testimonials or feedback for marketing purposes. If you
prefer Veronika Kruta and Diana Cruz do not use these please notify them by email before the start of the
retreat.


